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Amixture of superconducting and superfluid nuclear liquids of protons coupled to the ultrarelativistic electron
gas, and neutrons is considered. In the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) approximation, the energy-momentum
(stress) tensor is derived, and the entrainment contribution is found in the explicit form. It is shown that this
contribution generates a force density, when a superfluid velocity lag and the magnetic field are simultaneously
present. This force may be important in the nuclear “pasta” phase in neutron stars, if the proton and neutron
Cooper pairing in the pasta phase is taken into account. It is found that if the liquid-crystalline matter of the pasta
phase is superfluid and superconducting, then magnitude of the forces acting upon element of matter at typical
magnetic field and the superfluid velocity lag, under certain conditions may become large enough to induce a
critical stress in the neutron star crust. As an application, the necessary conditions for triggering of a starquake
are found in the pasta phase of neutron stars, assuming that the nuclei are flat slabs in parallel magnetic field.
The present model includes two independent local parameters: the superfluid velocity lag and the magnetic
field. Possible links between the entrainment force and the magnetar starquake triggering mechanism, and some
open problems are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neutron star, essentially a giant atom with the mass num-
ber ∼ 1057, represents a unique cosmic laboratory of dense
matter. It is expected that as the baryon density increases, the
dripping of neutrons from the nuclei is followed by increase
of the size of the spherical nuclei, and by joining and merg-
ing of the neighbouring nuclei, due to the forces arising from
the Coulomb and the nuclear surface energies, forming lower-
dimensional lattices of the liquid-crystalline nature, usually
called “pasta phases”. The existence of the lower-dimensional
lattices is expected [1, 2] in the density range around one half
of the symmetric nuclear saturation density (two- and one-
dimensional lattices may be possible around densities ∼ 0.04
fm−3, and ∼ 0.08 fm−3, correspondingly) and has been ac-
tively explored within various models, see [3–21] and refer-
ences therein. One of the crucial problems is the structure
and properties of the crust of neutron stars, because many ob-
servable phenomena originate at, or tightly linked to it. Ob-
servations of the magnetic field, spin evolution, bursts, flares
and some rotational properties in soft gamma repeaters and
anomalous X-ray pulsars provide a base for modelling of ef-
fects of the stellar magnetic field [22, 23], and may be used to
constrain the internal nuclear structure of neutron star crusts
[24–29]. Non-relativistic treatment of the elastic forces in the
pasta phases was developed in [30–32], and the relativistic
treatment can be found in [33]; here, the focus is on a non-
relativistic model in the spirit of [34–37].
Usually, transport of the electric charge in the pasta phases
is assumed to be due to normal quasiparticles [38–40]. In
the present paper I shall consider a physical situation when
the nucleons are paired, and as a result, the nuclear matter
in the pasta phase is superconducting and superfluid. Super-
conductivity and superfluidity, if present, would have a strong
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impact for observable properties of neutron stars. For exam-
ple, evolution of the magnetic field would be influenced by a
multiply-connected superconducting structure, that naturally
occurs in superconducting pasta phases, because the stellar
magnetic field would be trapped by persistent currents in the
pasta phase; however, a resistivity below the critical super-
conducting temperature may be provided by the phase fluc-
tuations leading to spontaneous appearance of quantized vor-
tices and magnetization in lower-dimensional superconduct-
ing structures [41]. Another problem regards the electromag-
netic stresses in the crust and generation of starquakes. Earlier
works have considered changes of the magnetic field leading
to crustal stresses [22, 42, 43]. Here, I shall investigate a dif-
ferent scenario: the nucleon velocity lag is perturbed in a con-
stant magnetic field. This situation is natural due to braking
of rotation of the neutron star crust, that produces a superfluid
velocity lag w.
As a result of simultaneous presence of w and the magnetic
field, the superfluid entrainment contribution to the energy-
momentum tensor generates an ”entrainment force”. Since
this force is effective in the regions inside the mixture, where
the magnetic field has penetrated, one may ask whether there
may be regions in neutron stars, where the magnetic field pen-
etrates deep enough into the bulk superconducting stellar mat-
ter, so that the entrainment force magnitude is significantly
large? In case the force is large enough, the resulting crustal
stress reaches the critical value, triggering a starquake. From
the one hand, the London field in a rotating superconducting-
superfluid mixture extends over the entire mixture, however,
its’ magnitude is small; from the other hand, the magnetic
field penetrates into a mixture with the London penetration
depth, which is microscopically small for a uniform mixture
[44]. However, in nonuniform superconductors the effective
penetration depth of the magnetic field can be quite different
from the uniform case, as for instance occurs in layered super-
conducting materials well-known in condensed matter [45].
A layered superconductor is formed by an array of parallel
superconducting slabs separated by non-superconducting pla-
2nar regions, forming extended Josephson junctions and sup-
porting tunneling of the Cooper pairs between the supercon-
ducting slabs. In an extended Josephson junction there is a
new characteristic length – the Josephson penetration depth,
which characterises penetration of a parallel magnetic field
into the junction and depends on the strength of the Joseph-
son tunneling. The critical Josephson current depends on the
material and may be sufficiently small, so that the Josephson
penetration depth may become larger than the sample size and
acquire a macroscopic value, making the magnetic screening
by the Josephson currents negligible. If, moreover, width of a
single superconducting slab is smaller than the London pene-
tration depth, then a parallel magnetic field may penetrate the
entire sample of a layered superconductor. Although the su-
perconductivity in layered superconductors is due to the elec-
trons, while in nuclear matter it is due to protons and the elec-
trons are normal, structure of layered superconductors resem-
bles that expected in the lasagna phase of nuclear matter, un-
der assumption that the nuclear slabs are locally planar. For
simplicity, I shall focus on the lasagna phase, however other
lower-dimensional structures are expected in the pasta phase,
and those should be included in more realistic models of the
pasta structure in the crust of neutron stars.
Using this analogy, I shall consider a toy model of lasagna
phase in parallel uniform magnetic field and evaluate possi-
ble values of the entrainment force in presence of w. For
the purpose of this paper it is sufficient to focus on the mag-
netic forces and to forget about the pasta elasticity. In the
simplest case, the Josephson tunneling between the slabs may
be neglected, and matter inside each of the slabs would be
described by the three-dimensional superconducting hydro-
dynamics with one of the coordinates fixed. Therefore, as a
first step, I shall developmagnetohydrodynamicformalism for
uniform mixtures with the superfluid entrainment in explicit
form, and then apply it to the lasagna phase in order to eval-
uate possible magnitude of the entrainment force. Although
the explicit form of the energy-momentum tensor has been al-
ready mentioned in the literature (see [46]), here further steps
are made towards application of the MHD to neutron stars.
The MHD in uniform superfluid mixtures is crucial for in-
terpretation of many phenomena related to neutron stars [49].
Equations of motion for the mixtures with entrainment com-
posed of two kinds of particles of almost equal masses mp
and mn, with m≡mp ≈mn, have been formulated by Mendell
[34]. As a result of neglect of the nucleon mass difference,
there is a systematic error in solutions of the equations of mo-
tion. The error is of the order of µe/mαc
2 ∼ 10%, where
µe is the electron chemical potential, c is the speed of light
and mα is the nucleon rest mass (α = p for protons and n
for neutrons). This approximation may be removed for vari-
ous electron many-body regimes using the linear response the-
ory [37]. While the relativistic contributions to the total mass
density provide rather small quantitative corrections [47], the
nucleon-nucleon interactions provide qualitatively new effects
such as magnetization of neutron vortices [44], the mode mix-
ing and avoided crossing [37] (still, the relativistic contribu-
tions are essential from the perspective of the gravitational in-
teraction). Here, the focus is on physics due to the nuclear
interactions, thus the relativistic corrections are neglected to a
good first approximation.
II. MOMENTUM EQUATIONS IN A MIXTURE OF IDEAL
FLUIDS
For an ideal fluid with the momentum per particle P, the
Euler equation has the form (∂t + v ·∇)P= F. Here, v is the
corresponding fluid velocity, F is the force per particle of the
fluid, which corresponds to the standard interpretation of the
Euler equation given, for instance in [50], where a single fluid
case was considered, and the momentum (per particle mass)
P/m and velocity v were not distinguished. In a mixture, each
fluid is labeled by index α and characterised by velocity vα .
The momentum per particle is
pα = h¯∇φα , (1)
where 2φα is the superfluid phase of the order parameter of
the paired nucleons. In dynamics of a particular fluid, the
other fluids are self-consistent external fields. The influence
of the fields is defined by the interaction energy of the par-
ticular fluid with the other fluids, which results in nonlinear
coupling of the hydrodynamic equations describing the fluids
in a mixture. The Euler equation is still valid for any fluid in
the mixture (the fluid components are labeled by the index α),
(
∂
∂ t
+ vα ·∇
)
Pα = Fα , (2)
where Pα = {pp,pn} in a neutral mixture, or Pα = {pip,pn}
in a superconducting-superfluid uniform nuclear matter, with
pip = pp− eA/c (3)
being the proton gauge-invariantmomentum per particle, e the
proton charge, and A the vector potential. The force per par-
ticle Fα includes all relevant interactions of the fluid α with
other fields and fluids. The total fluid momentum Ptot is
Ptot = ∑
α
nαPα = ∑
α
mnαvα ≡∑
α
mJα , (4)
where nα is the number density of the fluid α . The total force
density acting on a fluid element of a mixture is
Ftot = ∑
α
nαFα + neFe, (5)
where Fe is the electron force per particle.
III. THE TOTAL ENERGY AND ACTION
In an ideal fluid, the low-energy excitations can be de-
scribed by the canonically conjugated variables – the phase
φα and the number density nα [51]. The number current
Jα = nαvα is defined as
Jα = ∂H
matt
tot /∂Pα . (6)
3Here, Hmatttot = H
matt
tot (nα ,Pα ,A0,A) is the total energy density
of matter,
Hmatttot = E
nuc
st (np,nn)+E
nuc
kin (np,nn,pip,pn)+E
p
Coul(np,A0)
+Ee(ne,Je,A0)+E
e
Coul(ne,Je,A0,A). (7)
The static energy density Enucst is calculated from the equa-
tion of state of nuclear matter. Macroscopic velocities of the
nuclear fluids in realistic conditions are nonrelativistic, and
therefore the kinetic energy density (defined as the contribu-
tion to the total energy that depends on the momentum vari-
ables) is a quadratic form of the momenta:
Enuckin =
nppi
2
p
2m
+
nnp
2
n
2m
− nnp
2m
(pip−pn)2. (8)
Using Eqs. (6) and (8) one finds:
Jp = npvp =
npp
m
pip +
nnp
m
pn, (9)
Jn = nnvn =
nnn
m
pn +
nnp
m
pip, (10)
with nαα = nα − nnp. The entrainment number density is
nnp
m
=
1
9pi4
k2Fnk
2
Fp f
np
1 , (11)
where f
np
1 is the Landau parameter and kFα is the nucleon
Fermi wavenumber [52].
The energy density of the ultrarelativistic degenerate elec-
trons is Ee = µ4e /4pi
2(h¯c)3, and µe = h¯c(3pi
2ne)
1/3 is the ul-
trarelativistic electron chemical potential with ne being the
electron number density. Contribution of the electrons in
electromagnetic field to the total energy is given by EeCoul =−eneΦ+ ecJe ·A, where −eJe is the electronic current. The
proton contribution to electromagnetic interactions comes
from E
p
Coul= enpΦ, and from the kinetic energy density. Here,
(A0,A) is the electromagnetic four-potential with A0 = cΦ.
The total action S = S[nα ,φα ,Φ,A] is
S =
∫
dt
∫
d3r(T −Hmatttot )+ Sem, (12)
where T = −h¯np∂tφ p − h¯nn∂tφn and Sem =
(1/16pi)
∫
dt
∫
d3r∑a,b=0,1,2,3(∂aAb − ∂bAa)2. It is inter-
esting to notice, and straightforward to check by calculations,
that the dynamic equations based on the action in Eq. (12)
can be precisely mapped into the Schro¨dinger model with a
modified quantum pressure term. Therefore, the non-trivial
forces acting upon the vortices, such as the Magnus force,
are implicitly and automatically included in the equations
of motion. The forces can be found by integrating out the
irrelevant degrees of freedom in the superfluid action (for
example, see [53], Sec. IV.B).
IV. THE SUPERFLUID EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion are obtained from Eq. (12) by
the variational method, see e. g. [54]. The Euler-Lagrange
equations for the fields nα and φα are
∂tnα +∇ ·Jα = 0, (13)
∂tφα + µ
tot
α /h¯ = 0. (14)
Equations (14) are well-known in the context of superconduct-
ing mixtures with entrainment [34–36, 55]. The total chemical
potentials defined as
µ totα = ∂H
matt
tot /∂nα , (15)
can be easily calculated using Eqs. (7) and (8):
µ totp =
pi2p
2m
− m
2
∂nnp
∂np
w2+ µnucp + eΦ, (16)
µ totn =
p2n
2m
− m
2
∂nnp
∂nn
w2+ µnucn , (17)
where
µnucα = ∂E
nuc
st /∂nα (18)
are the chemical potentials. I should like to emphasize that in
Eq. (18) the chemical potentials are defined in the absence of
macroscopic nucleon flows (vα = 0). The momentum lag is
w= pip/m−pn/m. (19)
Here, the gravitational potential is not explicitly included in
the equations of motion, however, a generalization is straight-
forward. The explicit form of chemical potentials in Eqs. (16)
and (17) is well-known in the context of superfluid mixtures
with entrainment [34, 36, 56]. The equations for the nucleon
momenta are obtained by application of ∇ to both sides of Eq.
(14),
∂tpα +∇µ
tot
α = 0, (20)
or equivalently, using (1/2)∇w2 ≡ (w ·∇)w+w×∇×w:
(
∂
∂ t
+ vp ·∇
)
pip = Fp,
(
∂
∂ t
+ vn ·∇
)
pn = Fn, (21)
Fp =−∇µnucp + eE+
e
c
vp×B− ∂nnp
∂np
(w ·∇)pn
+
mw2
2
∇
∂nnp
∂np
−θp
[
(w ·∇)pip− e
c
w×B
]
(22)
Fn =−∇µnucn +
∂nnp
∂nn
[
(w ·∇)pip− e
c
w×B
]
+
mw2
2
∇
∂nnp
∂nn
+θn(w ·∇)pn, (23)
where E= c−1(−∇A0−∂tA) is the electric field and B= ∇×
A is the magnetic induction. The forces defined in Eqs. (22)
and (23) can be interpreted as following. The first terms are
the usual thermodynamic contributions; the second and third
terms in Fp are the Lorentz force; the fifth term in Fp and
the third term of the sum in Fn are the surface forces due to
the entrainment; the second term in Fn contains the neutron
4magnetic force density−(e/c)(∂nnp/∂nn)w×B. The nuclear
interaction corrections are given by the functions
θα =
nnp
nα
− ∂nnp
∂nα
. (24)
In the mean field models of nuclear matter one usually as-
sumes θα = 0 [37].
Variation of S with respect to the four-vector potential
(A0,A) leads to Maxwell equations
∇× (∇×A)− 1
c
∂tE=
4pi
c
eJtot, (25)
∇ ·E= 4pie(np− ne) , (26)
where eJtot = eJp− eJe is the total electric current. The su-
perconducting contribution is given by eJp. The error due to
the Newtonian limit of the Maxwell equations is expected to
be negligible for conditions relevant to neutron star modelling
[35, 57, 58]. Using the Coulomb gauge for the vector poten-
tial, ∇ ·A= 0, from Eq. (26) one obtains the Poisson equation
∇2Φ =−4pie(np− ne) . (27)
The electron density in the Poisson equation can be excluded
with the help of the linear response theory [37]. In the hydro-
dynamic regime, the frequency-dependent response function
provides the electron inertia corrections in the proton momen-
tum equation, while its’ static limit leads to the non-relativistic
momentum equations [48]. Furthermore, neglecting ∂tA in
the definition of E and using the expression for Φ obtained
from the Poisson equation, allows to exclude the electric field
from Eq. (22) (the electric neutrality is maintained at long
wavelengths). Finally, neglecting the displacement current in
Eq. (25) leads to the equation for B in terms of the fluid vari-
ables, and thus the set of Eqs. (13), (21) and (25) is closed.
V. ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR
The total momentum conservation reads
∂
∂ t
Ptoti +∑
k
∂
∂xk
Πik = 0, (28)
with (i,k = 1,2,3). From the Euler equations, Eq. (21), and
the definition Eq. (28), one finds
∑
k
∂
∂xk
Πik = (Jp ·∇)pip i+(Jn ·∇)pn i−F toti . (29)
The electron force per particle is
Fe =−∇µe− eE− e
c
n−1e Je×B. (30)
Using Eqs. (5), (22), (23), (25), (30) and neglecting the dis-
placement current, one finds the momentum flux tensor in the
superconducting superfluid mixture
Πik = Jpkpip i+ Jnk pn i + δik p−ρ∗npwkwi
−ρ∗np(δik
w2
2
−wkwi)+ 1
4pi
(δik
B2
2
−BkBi), (31)
where ρ∗np = mnnp − mnpθp − mnnθn. The quantity p =
p(np,nn) is the pressure defined in the absence of flows and
the magnetic field:
p = neµe + npµ
nuc
p + nnµ
nuc
n −Enucst −Ee. (32)
The tensor in Eq. (31) is implicitly equivalent to the stress ten-
sor found for the first time in [35]. Equation (31) is explicitly
equivalent to the result obtained independently in [46], that
came up shortly before appearance of the present paper [48].
For the practical purposes it is more convenient to write the
stress tensor working with the Helmholtz free energy [59].
The results obtained above agree with the results found in
the literature. The pressure defined in the earlier works as
P= P(nα ,w
2) =−Ein+npµ totp +nnµ totn +neµe [35], is related
to the pressure p defined in the absence of flows,
P = p−ρ∗np
w2
2
, (33)
as follows from Eq. (31). Equation (33) shows that P in-
cludes contribution from the velocity lag, therefore P is a
function of the vector potential A, and the pressure contri-
bution to the force ∇P may depend on the magnetic field.
Moreover, if the relativistic contributions to the total mass
density are retained [48], it is straightforward to find that, in
fact, P = P(nα ,pi
2
p,p
2
n,w
2). The quantities associated with
the chemical potentials in [35] are denoted here as the total
chemical potentials, Eqs. (16) and (17). One of advantages
of the present formulation is that the definitions of the chem-
ical potentials and the pressure, Eqs. (18) and (32), do not
include the superfluid momenta, and thus the thermodynamic
variables are defined in the absence of matter flows. In the
present approach, the momentum dependence of the equations
of motion, Eq. (21), is explicit.
VI. A SINGLE SLAB IN UNIFORMMAGNETIC FIELD
As a first step, a single flat slab at zero temperature is con-
sidered, parallel to x− y plane and located (rigidly fixed) be-
tween the planes z =±rN . This resembles a classical problem
of a flat slab in parallel magnetic field [45], but the present
consideration includes also a possibility of the superfluid en-
trainment. The slab is then immersed into a uniform magnetic
field H, directed along x axis. Typical slab width is 2rN ∼ 10
fm [5] and is much smaller than the coherence length and the
London penetration depth in the uniform matter (∼ 30 fm and
λ ∼ 80 fm correspondingly [44]), thus the magnetic field is
approximately uniform inside a single slab.
The latter statement is proved within a classic problem of
a flat slab in parallel magnetic field [45]. Using the boundary
conditions at the surfaces of the slab at z = ±rN that the mi-
croscopic magnetic field h is equal to the ambient magnetic
field H,
h(z =±rN) =H, (34)
one obtains neglecting terms of the order of (rN/2λ )
2 and the
higher-order terms, that the screening by the Meissner cur-
rents around the slab is negligible, that is, the magnetization of
5the slab is zero, and the magnetic induction - the average of the
microscopic field h over the slab width B=H [see [45], equa-
tion (2.5)]. The ambient magnetic field is denoted as H= B0,
where B0 = B0xˆ.
While the superfluid phase is strictly a two-dimensional
function inside the superconducting domain, the vector poten-
tial conserves the microscopic character across the slab, and
has to be distinguished at the boundaries of the slab. In equi-
librium, the vector potential inside the slab is A0 ≈ −yˆB0z.
The unperturbed superfluid gauge-invariant momentum lag
reads
w0(z) =−(e/mc)A0, (35)
or w0(z) = (e/mc)yˆB0z. As usually, the normal component of
the superconductor is at rest in the laboratory frame of refer-
ence (defined as the rest frame for the normal charged com-
ponent of the superconductor), therefore the proton phase is
spatially constant inside the slab in equilibrium, and the equi-
librium value of the superfluid proton momentum inside the
slab centered at z = 0 is zero, pp0 = 0, and is dropped in Eq.
(35). The nucleon densities are approximated as following:
np(z) = np0 [θ (z+ rN)−θ (z− rN)] , (36)
nn(z) = n
o
n0+(nn0− non0) [θ (z+ rN)−θ (z− rN)] , (37)
where θ (z) is the Heaviside function, nα0 are nucleon densi-
ties inside the slab, and non0 is the density of neutron matter
outside the slab.
A perturbation of the superfluid momentum lag with a uni-
form spatial distribution
δw= yˆδw, (38)
is imposed on top of the background nucleon densities, phase
gradients pα0, and the vector potential A0. The entrainment
contribution is a function of an independent parameter - the
nucleon velocity lag, therefore in a linear analysis, one may
assume that the superconducting current is unperturbed,
δJp = 0. (39)
The total force acting on 1 cm2 of a single slab is found with
the help of linearization of the total force density to the first
order in δw, assumption θα = 0, the use of Eqs. (5), (22),
(23), and (36)-(39), and integration over space:
δ (1)F1cm
2×2rc
tot = 1cm
2×
∫ rc
−rc
dz [ mδw ·w0(z)
×
(
nnp0
nn0− non0
nn0
+ nnp0
)
ez (δ (z+ rN)− δ (z− rN))
−e
c
nnp(z)δw×B0 ]
=−1cm2× zˆe
c
B0 2rN nnp0
nn0− non0
nn0
δw, (40)
where rc is the radius of the unit cell in the lattice, and nnp0
corresponds to the nuclear density inside the slab. It is inter-
esting to note that the three terms integrated in Eq. (40) can
be viewed as the nucleon surface terms ∝ δ (z± rN), and the
volume term solely due to neutrons (the last term).
VII. TOWARDS ASTROPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS
The consideration of a single slab can be generalized to the
case of a single-dimensional array of slabs immersed in a par-
allel magnetic field. The Josephson critical current is a phe-
nomenological parameter, and, unlike in the condensed mat-
ter applications, in nuclear matter it cannot be found straight-
forwardly. In fact, the ground state of the pasta phase is an
open problem. Here, for simplicity, it is assumed that the
slabs are planar, and that the Josephson penetration depth is
macroscopically large, so tunneling between the slabs is ne-
glected. In this toy model, a uniform B = B0 is along x axis
and is between z = −d/2 and z = d/2 planes, and penetrates
the entire sample of the lasagna matter. This is in accordance
with the fact that the width of a single slab is much smaller
than the London penetration depth: using the boundary con-
ditions given in Eq. (34) for each of the slabs, one obtains
solutions that represent uniformly penetrating parallel mag-
netic field with the negligible screening by the Josephson cur-
rents, and with a macroscopically large Josephson penetration
depth. Another important assumption is that the superfluid ve-
locity lag is perpendicular to the magnetic field and parallel to
the slab surface. These conditions are rather specific, however
it cannot be excluded that the conditions hold in some regions
in the crusts of neutron stars due to presence of a toroidal
component of the magnetic field (for a recent discussion of
the toroidal magnetic field in neutron stars, see [60]), and also
because spatial orientation of the anisotropic matter in the nu-
clear pasta phase is uncertain.
Since the focus is on evaluation of possible magnitude of
the entrainment force, the lattice is assumed to be rigidly fixed
and at rest. In this case, the number current densities can
be written as Jp = ˆˆnpppip + ˆˆnnppn and Jn = ˆˆnnnpn + ˆˆnnppip,
where the tensors ˆˆnαβ represent the anisotropic superconduct-
ing density, and the structure is fixed, u˙= 0, where u is the dis-
placement vector of the lattice (see [31]). In one-dimensional
lattice of nuclei, with the slabs parallel to x− y plane, the pro-
ton current is Jp = n
⊥
pppipzzˆ+ n
‖
pp(pipxxˆ+ pipyyˆ)+ n
⊥
nppnzzˆ+
n
‖
np(pnxxˆ+ pnyyˆ). Since tunneling between the layers is as-
sumed to be negligible, then n⊥pp = n⊥np = 0.
The equilibrium value of the proton superfluid phase pp0
is by initial conditions chosen at each sheet in order to can-
cel the contribution from A0: w0(x,y,zs) = pp0(zs)/m −
(e/mc)A0(zs)− pn0/m, where zs is the position of the mid-
dle of a slab. The equilibrium momentum lag is zero in the
middle of each slab,
w0(x,y,z)|z=zs = 0. (41)
Typical separation between the slabs is 2rc ∼ 20 fm [5] (see
[61] for a recent review). If the coherence length were much
smaller than separation between the slabs, one would simply
choose the phase at each slab so that the condition in Eq. (41)
is satisfied, but here, the two lengths are of the same order
of magnitude. Thus, in order to provide the necessary phase
winding that cancels the contribution to the proton current
density from A0(z) in the middle of each slab in Eq. (41), the
Josephson vortices are introduced into the voids between the
6slabs. The Josephson vortices differ from the usual magnetic
fluxtubes, because they exist in the regionwhere the supercon-
ducting density is zero, while the superconductor is residing
in a multiply-connected domain.
Before a starquake, the fluid element is in equilibrium and
does not move along z, according to the initial assumption
that the structure is fixed. By virtue of continuity of stress
at the crust-lasagna boundary, the entrainment force exerts an
external elastic stress on the crust, σ exi j , which consists of a
single nonzero zz component, σ exzz = (δF
1cm2×d
n )z. The stress
balance in the solid crust reads:
0=−pδi j +σ exi j + µeffui j +Mi j, (42)
where p is the pressure, σ exi j is the external stress, µeff is the
effective shear modulus of polycrystalline solid at the bottom
of the inner crust with spherical nuclei, andMi j is theMaxwell
stress tensor. Thus, the induced strain ui j due to the perturba-
tion δw is
µeffui j =−
(
δF1cm
2×d
tot
)
z
. (43)
In order to estimate (δF1cm
2×d
n )z, it is assumed that the
baryon density inside the slab is 0.16 fm−3, and thus, nnp ∼
−3.692× 10−3 fm−3 [37]. The perturbation of the velocity
lag vp − vn which is assumed to be ∼ 1 cm s−1 in typical
conditions, around its’ equilibrium zero value, is related to
δw: vp−vn = (npnn)−1(detnαβ )δw, and one finds vp−vn =
1.501δw. For the order of magnitude estimates it is assumed
that (nn0−non0)/nn0∼ 1, which is expected to provide error of
the order of 50%. The total force acting on a 1cm2×d column
of lasagna immersed in a uniform magnetic field is
∣∣∣(δF1cm2×dtot
)
z
∣∣∣∼ 1cm
2rc
∣∣∣δ (1)F1cm2×2rctot
∣∣∣= 1.971× 1030
×
(
d
1cm
)(
δw
1cms−1
)(
B
1014G
)
[dyn], (44)
where d is the penetration depth along z of the magnetic field
that is parallel to the slab surface. This estimate is easy to un-
derstand because the contribution from a single slab, Eq. (40),
is of the order of 1018 dyn, and there are about (d/1cm)×1012
slabs in a 1 cm2× d column of lasagna matter. The typical
scale of d in the engineering formula in Eq. (44) must be cor-
rected upon solution of the problem of penetration of the mag-
netic field into a realistic configuration of the pasta phase. It is
also important to investigate the effect of stratification in the
pasta phase on the effective penetration depth of the magnetic
field. Notably, calculations searching for the ground state of
the pasta phase require very high precision in order to distin-
guish between the true ground state in the global minimum
of the free energy, and the local minima. It is also necessary
to take into account variations of the angle between the mag-
netic field and the pasta anisotropy directions, however, this
goes beyond the scope of this paper. Here, the force arising
from the isotropic part of the stress tensor was considered.
This force was neglected in [59] as a result of neglect of the
dependence of the fluid free energy on the fluid density.
The crust yielding occurs when von Mises criterion is sat-
isfied,
√
ui jui j/2 ≥ umax [22]. The neutron star crusts are
expected to be polycrystalline [62, 63], but further work is
clearly necessary for better understanding of the structure.
Here, I assume that the effective shear modulus of the crust
is described by the averaged result valid for polycrystalline
solids, µeff = 0.3778
nNZ
2e2
2a
[62]. I use the parameters at
baryon density 7.943× 10−2 [64]: nN = 1.750× 10−4 fm−3,
Z = 17.23, a = (3/4pinN)
1/3 = 11.09 fm, and using Eq. (43)
find that the crust yields when
∣∣∣(δF1cm2×dtot
)
z
∣∣∣
2.040× 1030dyn ≥
√
2umax. (45)
For umax∼ 0.1 [65], typical entrainment force estimated in Eq.
(44), is a few times larger than the critical stress that breaks
the crust. In the presentmodel with typical magnetic field 1014
G, the decoupling of the Lorentz force from the analysis is in
agreement with the prediction of [22] that the crust breaking
at changing magnetic field and zero superfluid momenta lag
w = 0, with the critical strain of the solid crust umax ∼ 0.1
[65], occurs at 2.4× 1015 G.
The precise x-ray burst mechanism in magnetars is an open
question [66, 67]. If the bursts are generated by starquakes,
it seems possible that the entrainment force is capable to ex-
plain triggering of starquakes. An important problem for fu-
ture study is characterization of structure of the nuclear mat-
ter inside neutron stars, in particular, determination of strati-
fied superconducting and superfluid density profiles, sizes and
orientations of the crystalline domains in the magnetic field,
and better understanding of the elastic, magnetic and transport
properties of the pasta phases.
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Appendix A: Comparison with earlier work
Equations describing the superfluid mixture in the core of
neutron stars were also studied in the framework of the con-
vective variational approach [68–71]. A subtle, yet crucial
detail that distinguishes the convective formulation from the
canonical Hamiltonian formulation is the difference between
the quantity µX (which was denoted µ
ACP
X in [36]) and the
usual thermodynamic chemical potential µnucα . Calculation of
partial derivatives according to equation (66) in [70] leads to
µACPX = µ
nuc
X +
∂αXY
∂nX
(vX − vY )2, (A1)
7where the subscripts {X ,Y} correspond to {α,β}, and αXY =
−(m/2)nnpnpnn/detnαβ . Thus, the quantity µACPX has an im-
plicit dependence on the velocity lag, similarly to the quantity
P discussed above.
It is instructive to show, that with the definition Eq. (A1) the
equations of motion of the convective approach are equivalent
to the Hamilton equations derived here, Eq. (14). Forgetting
for a moment about the temperature gradient and the mutual
friction forces, one can cast equations (176) and (177) in [70]
to the form
∂
∂ t
pX
m
= vX ×∇× pX
m
−∇
(
p2X
2m2
− ε
2
X(vX − vY )2
2
+
µACPX
m
)
,
(A2)
where εX = 2α
np/mnX . The gradient term in Eq. (A2) is
equivalent to the gradient term in Eq. (20). The first term in
the right side of Eq. (A2) disappears inside electrically neutral
superfluids.
To the best of my knowledge, Eq. (A1) has not appeared
in the earlier literature. As has been discussed in [36], this
fact has hindered comparison of the two approaches to the
problem of the collective modes in a uniform superfluid mix-
ture with a superfluid counterflow developed in [71] and in
[36]. Here, using the definition in Eq. (A1), equivalence of
the equations of motion, and absence of a conflict, between
the two approaches has been demonstrated explicitly in Eq.
(A2). In fact, the linear analysis in [71] has been done in a
model without the entrainment, however, the basic formalism
is equivalent to the Hamilton equations used here. The disper-
sion relation for the coupled modes in the general case when
the entrainment and the superfluid velocity lag are taken into
account, has been found in [36].
The convective approach has been generalized to the case
of superconducting fluid mixture in [57, 58, 72]. When a su-
perfluid is electrically charged, the first term in the right side
of Eq. (A2) may be non-zero inside the superconducting bulk,
but the additional force exactly balances this term, and equa-
tion (30) in [58] [or equation (29) in [72]] becomes explicitly
equivalent to Eq. (20).
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